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ABSTRACT

We report the discovery of a complex extended density enhancement in the Globular Clusters (GCs) in the central
0.5 2( )~  ( 0.06~ Mpc2) of the Fornax cluster, corresponding to 50%~ of the area within 1 core radius. This

overdensity connects the GC system of NGC1399 to most of those of neighboring galaxies within 0 .6~ 
( 210~ kpc) along the W–E direction. The asymmetric density structure suggests that the galaxies in the core of the
Fornax cluster experienced a lively history of interactions that have left a clear imprint on the spatial distribution of
GCs. The extended central dominant structure is more prominent in the distribution of blue GCs, while red GCs
show density enhancements that are more centrally concentrated on the host galaxies. We propose that the
relatively small-scale density structures in the red GCs are caused by galaxy–galaxy interactions, while the
extensive spatial distribution of blue GCs is due to stripping of GCs from the halos of core massive galaxies by the
Fornax gravitational potential. Our investigations are based on density maps of candidate GCs extracted from the
multi-band VLT Survey Telescope (VST) survey of Fornax (FDS), identified in a three-dimensional color space
and further selected based on their g-band magnitude and morphology.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In the hierarchical ΛCDM paradigm the most massive
galaxies grow through mergers and accretions of multiple
smaller galaxies(Springel et al. 2005). These interactions leave
their footprints in the galaxies’ dynamics, kinematics, chem-
istry, and morphology, and in particular in galaxy halos(e.g.,
Zolotov et al. 2010), where dynamical timescales are longer
than at small galactocentric distances. In this context, much
attention has been paid historically to the properties of the
globular cluster (GC) systems (GCSs) of the galaxies(Brodie
& Strader 2006). In the framework of the two-phase galaxy
formation model(e.g., Oser et al. 2010; Rodriguez-Gomez
et al. 2015), GCs trace both the in situ star formation and the
accretion phases. Recently it has been shown that the spatial
distribution of the GCSs of massive early-type galaxies(e.g.,
Blom et al. 2014; D’Abrusco et al. 2013a, 2014a, 2014b, 2015)
has inhomogeneities that may reflect the host’s accretion
history. This approach complements the study of GCS
kinematics(e.g., Strader et al. 2011; Coccato et al. 2013;
Napolitano et al. 2014; Pota et al. 2015a, 2015b).

Deep, multi-band optical imaging data covering large areas
of the sky can be used to reconstruct the projected 2D
distribution of GCs within nearby clusters of galaxies. The
spatial distribution of GCs in the Virgo cluster, for instance, has
been studied using both Sloan Digital Sky Survey(Lee et al.
2010) and the Canada–France–Hawaii Telescope data(Durrell
et al. 2014, Next Generation Virgo Survey collaboration). In
this paper we discuss the properties of the 2D spatial
distribution of candidate GCs in the central region of the

Fornax cluster using Fornax Deep Survey (FDS) data taken
with the VLT Survey Telescope (VST).

2. THE DATA AND CATALOG EXTRACTION

The FDS data analyzed in this letter were acquired as
Guaranteed Time Observations for the FOrnax Cluster Ultra-
deep Survey(FOCUS; P.I. R. Peletier) and VST Early-type
GAlaxy Survey(VEGAS; P.I. M. Capaccioli), based on
observations taken at the ESO La Silla Paranal Observatory.
Imaging in the u, g, r, and i filters was performed with the
2.6 m ESO VST at Cerro Paranal in Chile(Schipani et al.
2012). VST is equipped with the wide field camera
OmegaCAM(Kuijken 2011), whose field of view covers
1 1 2( )´  in the [0.3, 1.0] μm wavelength range, with mean
pixel scale of 0. 21 pixel .1 -

The images used in this letter cover seven partially
overlapping fields centered on the core of the Fornax cluster,
for a total of 8.4 2( )~  . Images were acquired using the step–
dither strategy, consisting of a cycle of short exposures
alternately centered on the field and on contiguous regions
adjacent to the field. This approach, adopted in other
photometric surveys(e.g., Ferrarese et al. 2012), allows an
accurate estimate of the sky background around bright and
extended galaxies. For each field, we obtained 76 exposures of
150 s in the u-band, 54 s in the g and r bands, and 35 s in the
i-band, for a total exposure time of 3.17, 2.25, and 1.46 hr
respectively, reaching signal-to-noise ratio ∼ 10 at
23.8, 24.8, 24.3, 23.3mag for point-like sources in the u, g,
r, and i, respectively, with no significant spatial variations. The
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average seeing and the field-to-field standard deviation are
1 17±0 08 in the g-band and 0 87±0 07 in the r band.
Other bands display comparable variations over the observed
fields.

The image reduction was performed with the VST-Tube
imaging pipeline(see Capaccioli et al. 2015 and Iodice 2016
for descriptions of the pipeline and the observing strategy). The
photometric analysis of the images followed the prescriptions
in Cantiello et al. (2015). We extracted the catalog of all
sources by independently running SExtractor(Bertin & Arn-
outs 1996) in each filter. To improve the detection of sources
around bright galaxies, we modeled and subtracted the galaxies
using the IRAF ellipse routine and ran SExtractor on
6 6 2( )´ ¢ cutouts of the frame centered on the extended
sources. We obtained aperture magnitudes within an 8 pixel
diameter ( 1. 68~  at OmegaCAM resolution) and applied
aperture corrections to infinite radius calculated using the
growth curves of bright isolated point-like sources, indepen-
dently for each band and pointing(Cantiello et al. 2015).

The catalogs in the four bands were matched with a 0. 5
radius, which is larger than the rms on the residuals of
the differences between coordinates of overlapping detections
(Capaccioli et al. 2015), producing a matched catalog of

8.2 104~ ´ sources. The techniques used to obtain the
catalog of sources will be described in a forthcoming paper(M.
Cantiello 2016, in preparation). Corrections for Galactic
foreground extinction were applied following Draine (2003)
and the Schlafly & Finkbeiner (2011) reddening map.

3. SELECTION OF CANDIDATE GCs

We designed a new method that employs multi-wavelength
photometry and a sample of bona fide confirmed GCs for the
selection of candidate GCs. The confirmed GCs are used to
model the region of the three-dimensional (3D) color space
occupied by GCs (hereinafter, the locus). The main steps
required to extract the candidate GCs from the general catalog
of sources are

1. select sources located within the GC 3D color space
locus and

2. apply magnitude cuts to the color-selected sources and
discard extended sources.

GCs occupy a well-defined region in the optical color
space(Rhode & Zepf 2001; Pota et al. 2013). We define the
locus as the smallest compact region in the 3D space generated
by the principal components (PCs) associated with their optical
colors u – g, g – r, and r – i (zero centered and scaled to unity
variance), containing a fixed fraction of training set GCs.
Modeling the GC locus in the PC space ensures the simplest
possible geometry by virtue of the definition of the PCs (see
D’Abrusco et al. 2013a). Only photometric sources detected in
all bands located within the PC space locus are considered.
Moreover, we select only sources whose “color-error ellipsoid”
(ellipsoids with semi-axes equal to the PC-transformed
uncertainties on each color) intersects the locus for 50% of
its volume.

The training set used in this letter is the sample of
NGC1399 spectroscopically confirmed GCs(Schuberth et al.
2010, A and B), covering 0.1 2( )~  around the host. The GCs
locus contains all the contiguous cells of a regular lattice with
at least one training set member. The number of cells of the
lattice, i.e., the spatial resolution of the grid along each PC axis

is set such that the average density per cell over the region of
the PC space considered is 1~ . Empty cells surrounded by cells
containing members of the training set are included in the locus
to obtain a simply connected geometry. Figure 1 shows the
projections of the PC space GC locus on three color–color
diagrams.
We apply a brightness selection on the g-band magnitude

and a size selection to the color-selected sources. We exclude
sources brighter than m 20g = to avoid contamination by stars
and ultra-compact dwarf galaxies(cp. Mieske et al. 2008).
Sources fainter than m 23g = , the faintest g-band magnitude of
the FDS counterparts of the training set GCs, are also
discarded. Since GCs at the distance of the Fornax cluster
appear mostly as unresolved sources with the VST spatial
resolution, we employ the SExtractor CLASS_STAR para-
meter to select star-like sources.8 Based on the distribution of
the Schuberth et al. (2010) GCs, we required that candidate
GCs have CLASS_STAR 0.3 . We checked that our selection
is consistent with the different technique based on the position
of the sources in the mg

8 pixel( ) versus m m mg g g
8 pixel 4 pixel( ) ( )D = -

plane(see Jennings et al. 2014), where the g-band magnitudes
are measured within fixed apertures of 4 and 8 pixels. We
found differences for less than 3% of the candidate GCs
selected.
We required the PC locus to contain 95% of the training set.

The “observed” recovery rate is slightly smaller ( 93%~ )
because of the selections on the g-band magnitude and
“CLASS_STAR” parameter. We estimate the background of
our selection as the density of all sources in two regions of

0.25 2( )~  located along the borders of the observed frame and
devoid of bright galaxies. Since these regions are placed within
1 Fornax virial radius(Drinkwater et al. 2001), the background
population is likely composed of both contaminants (stars and
galaxies) and GCs. The average total density of background
sources is 0.05±0.01 objects arcmin−2 (0.03± 0.01 and
0.02± 0.01 selected as blue and red candidate GCs,
respectively).

4. THE CATALOG OF CANDIDATE GCs

The catalog of candidate GCs contains 3000~ sources.
Using the Gaussian Mixture Modeling code(GMM; Muratov
& Gnedin 2010), we determined that the candidate GCs’ g – i
histogram is bimodal (as expected given the training set color
distribution). The best-fit parameter of the two Gaussians are
shown in Table 1 (right). We adopted the g – i=0.85
threshold to separate red from blue candidate GCs, yielding

1095~ red candidate GCs ( 37%~ of the total) and 1853~ blue
candidate GCs ( 63%~ ). A fixed color threshold is employed
because we focus on the intracluster population, whose
properties are considered to be independent of individual
galaxies. Hence, the variations of the GC color distribution as a
function of the distance from the centers of the host
galaxies(Kim et al. 2013; Cantiello et al. 2015) and the
differences of the red/blue bimodality of the individual GCSs
of(cp. Jordán et al. 2015) are not considered.
Using a sample of GCs extracted from Hubble data around

NGC1399(Puzia et al. 2014), we find that the completeness
magnitude of our population of candidate GCs is 22.5~ ,

8 The CLASS_STAR parameter is estimated by a neural network trained on
10 photometric parameters extracted from simulated images. The extension
index produced by the neural network ranges between 0 and 1(Bertin &
Arnouts 1996).
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1.5 mag brighter than the average g-band turnover of the GCLF
m 24g

TO
( )= (Jordán et al. 2007; Villegas et al. 2010). While the

g – i distribution (bottom-right panel in Figure 1) is consistent
with those in Bassino et al. (2006) and Kim et al. (2013), our
catalog is dominated by the blue component of the GC
population because the FDS data, unlike the Schuberth et al.
(2010) training set, cover a wide area of the cluster at large

distances from the hosts, where GCs are overwhelmingly
blue(cp. Durrell et al. 2014). The crossmatch of our catalog
with the deeper (m 23.7V

lim = ) Kim et al. (2013) sample of
UBVI-photometry selected candidate GCs in a 36 36¢ ´ ¢ region
around NGC1399 returns 70%~ of common GCs. We also
recover 85%~ of the kinematically confirmed GCs from
Bergond et al. (2007).

Figure 1. Top and bottom left: projections of the PC color space locus model on three color–color diagrams (yellow lines). The FDS counterparts of the Schuberth
et al. (2010) training set (green symbols) and the grayscale density map of the general catalog of photometric sources are also shown. Bottom right: rescaled
histograms of the g – i color of all candidate GCs (black), the training set (dashed), and the Gaussians fitting the red and blue subclasses.

Table 1
(Left) Loadings, Standard Deviations, and Variance Fractions of the PCs Associated with the Colors of the Training set; (Middle) Lower and Upper Boundaries for All

Parameters used for the Selection; and (Right) Number of Red and Blue GCs, and Parameters of the Best-fit Gaussians

PC1 PC2 PC3 Parameter Lower Upper Blue Red
Boundary Boundary

u – g 0.579 0.555 0.597 PC1 −1.56 1.92 NGCs 1.8 103~ ´ 1.1 103~ ´
g – r 0.551 −0.806 0.215 PC2 −0.47 0.41 g i( )m - 0.74 0.95

r – i 0.597 0.215 −0.773 PC3 −0.12 0.11 g i( )s - 0.08 0.12

σ 1.66 0.49 0.13 mg 20 23 L L L
2s (%) 0.71 0.18 0.11 CLASS_STAR 0.3 L L L L
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5. MAPS OF THE SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION OF GCs

We determined the density maps of the spatial distribution of
candidate GCs applying the K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN)
method(see Dressler 1980; D’Abrusco et al. 2013b) on a
regular grid covering the observed region. KNN density,
defined as d K rK K

2( )p= ´ , is directly proportional to the
neighbor index K and inversely proportional to the area of the
circle defined by the distance of the Kth closest source to the
center of the grid cells, where the density is calculated. The
parameter K was varied over the interval 3, 9[ ] (see D’Abrusco
et al. 2015 for a discussion on the choice of K). This strategy
provides a non-zero density in each cell of the grid, including
those not containing candidate GCs. K is a measure of the
richness and size expressed in number of members, of the
structures to which the density map is sensitive to. Maps with
small K are dominated by compact density structures, while
large Kʼs highlight more extended structures. In the following,
we will discuss K 9= maps to focus on the features of the
distribution of candidate GCs on large spatial scales. Since
background contribution to the catalog of candidate GCs is
only known statistically, the shapes and areas of the density
structures discussed henceforth are to be considered
approximations.

The significance of the density structures is calculated as the
complement to the probability of the number of candidate GCs
observed within the structure of being caused by fluctuations of
the background population, which we assume to follow
Poisson statistics. For density structures located within other
overdensities, the significance has been determined relative to
Poissonian fluctuations of a population with density equal to
the density of all candidate GCs in the underlying density
structure. By assuming that background sources are indepen-
dent, our estimates are lower limits to the real significances of
the density structures. In the case of enhancements including
compact GCSs, the contribution of the hosts’ GC population is
accounted for by removing all the sources within a circle
containing 95% of the GCS population centered on each
galaxy. We assume a power-law radial density profile with
slope from the literature when available or fixed to 2a = -
otherwise.

Figure 2 shows the density maps for (top to bottom) all, red,
and blue candidate GCs. The distribution of all candidate GCs
is dominated by a large, irregularly shaped overdensity roughly
centered on NGC1399 and extended along the W–E axis,
within a region of 0.7 2( )~  (A). The significance of this
structure is 99.9%> . This structure stretches out to connect
NGC1399 with most of the nearby galaxies (NGC1404,
NGC1387, NGC1396, NGC1380B, NGC1381), and con-
tains 30%~ of all candidate GCs (35% 65% red/blue),
corresponding to 19%~ of the total number of blue candidate
GCs and 9%~ of the total number of red candidate GCs in our
catalog.

Other galaxies associated with noticeable overdensities are
NGC1374 (B), NGC1380 (C), NGC1427 (D), and
NGC1336 (E) in agreement with earlier works on their
GCSs(Kissler-Patig et al. 1997a, 1997b), while ESO358G059
and NGC1428 lack visible density enhancements. Two spatial
features not associated with bright galaxies are clearly visible in
the density map of all candidate GCs: a large enhancement of
circular shape (F, 84.2%> ) 0 .5~  NE of NGC1399; and a
hook-shaped structure (G, 91.6%> ) at 0 .25~  SE of the
NGC1404 overdensity and seemingly connected to structure A

through the NGC1427A density enhancement. Outside the
core region, excluding the structures of the NGC1427,
NGC1336, and NGC1380 GCSs, the distribution of candidate
GCs is featureless and homogeneous on spatial scales 0 .25  ,
except for a 0.35 0.35 2( )~ ´  region centered on R.
A. 55 .6»  and decl. 36»-  almost devoid of candidate
GCs ( 90.5%> ). We checked the photometric quality in this
area, but did not notice differences with the other regions of the
observed frame.
The central overdensity associated with NGC1399 is

significantly more compact for red than for blue GCs. Although
the accuracy of the density maps deteriorates with smaller
sample size, this difference is still evident for brighter
magnitude-selected subsets of red and blue candidate GCs.
The structures F and G are not visible in the density map of red
candidate GCs but are still detected in the blue GC density map
(with 99.9%> and 98.5%> significance, respectively), hinting
at a possible accretion-related origin(e.g., Côté et al. 1998).
The notable differences of the NGC1380 and NGC1336
density structures for red and blue candidate GCs are caused by
the combined effects of the fixed g – i color threshold, the low
number of candidate GCs due to high galaxy background
levels, and the relative shallowness of the u-band images that
favors the selection of blue candidate GCs. Moreover, near the
edges of the surveyed region the KNN with K 9= may
underestimate the density of compact, numerically small, or
extended, only partially covered, GC subpopulations.
We produced additional density maps for the cluster core,

using a finer grid. Figure 3 shows the maps for all, red, and blue
candidate GCs in a 1 R.A. 0 .5 decl.( ) ( )~  ´~  box roughly
centered on NGC1399. The strong overdensity connecting
NGC1399 and NGC1404 along the SE–NW direction (H,

92.1%> ) has peaks associated with the galaxies’ centers. The
investigation of the morphology of the NGC1399–NGC1404
complex, interpreted by Bekki et al. (2003) as NGC1399
stripping GCs from NGC1404, requires the modeling of the
radial profiles of these GCSs and is not discussed here. While
Kim et al. (2013) reported a 0.5¢ displacement between the
optical center of NGC1399 and the center of its GC
distribution, attributed to recent interactions, our analysis of
the spatial distribution of candidate GCs in the central region of
NGC1399 is constrained by the completeness of our catalog of
candidate GCs. Using samples of bona fide Hubble Space
Telescope GCs in the central region of NGC1399(Puzia et al.
2014; Jordán et al. 2015), we find that the completeness of our
catalog of candidate GCs increases from a minimum of 10%~
within 0 5 from the center of the galaxy, corresponding to a g-
band surface brightness 17 mag 2( )~  , to 55%~ at 1 5
( 23 mag 2( )~  ), and remains constant between 50%~ and

55%~ with no evident trend up to 6.5~ ¢ ( 23 mag 2( )~  ). For
this reason, we cannot determine the nature of the deficit
observed in Figure 3. Comparable completeness is measured
near the centers of NGC1380, NGC1336, and NGC1387.
On large spatial scales, the main NGC1399–NGC1404

overdensity extends to the west, joining with the density
enhancements associated with NGC1387 and NGC1381 (I,

99.9%> ). The bridge connecting the NGC1399 overdensity to
the NGC1387 GCS has been reported by Bassino et al. (2006)
in the spatial distribution of blue candidate GCs within 1 2( )~ 
around NGC1399 and, independently, by Kim et al. (2013).
The NGC1380B (L) and NGC1379 (M) density enhance-
ments are isolated. The density map of red candidate GCs
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(Figure 3, mid) still shows a large overdensity in the core of the
Fornax cluster composed by two sub-concentrations centered
on NGC1399 and NGC1404, connected by a lower density
valley. The other bright galaxies in the field are not associated
with clear density enhancements. In the density maps of blue
candidate GCs, the central structure (N, 99.9%> ) is similar to
structure I, but also includes the NGC1380B and NGC1379
enhancements.

6. DISCUSSION

We report a density structure in the spatial distribution of
candidate GCs in a region 0.5 2( )~  within the core of the
Fornax cluster of galaxies, connecting NGC1399 to the
surrounding galaxies NGC1404, NGC1387, NGC1381, and
NGC1380B. Our findings expand on the discovery by Bassino
et al. (2006) of a GC bridge between NGC1399 and
NGC1404. We used 3000~ candidate GCs extracted from

Figure 2. Top to bottom: K 9= density maps of the spatial distribution of all, red, and blue candidate GCs. All structures discussed in the text are highlighted and
labeled. All maps display contours at 10 log-spaced density levels (normalized to peak) starting at 0.05. FCC galaxies (diamonds) are size-coded according to their BT

magnitude and the background regions. Density in the shaded region may be underestimated because of border effects.
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Figure 3. As in Figure 2, zoomed in on the core of the Fornax cluster.
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VST ugri images covering the central 8.4 2( )~  of the cluster.
The method employed for the selection of candidate GCs relies
on the modeling of the locus occupied by confirmed GCs in the
3D color space generated by ugri-band photometry, and the
application of cuts on g-band magnitude and morphology.

The dominant GC overdensity displays an intricate mor-
phology and is elongated along the W–E direction. A similar
asymmetry was observed, on scales of 100 kpc~ , in the
NGC1399 X-ray halo emission(Paolillo et al. 2002), due to
the presence of three distinct components with different centers
and sizes. The diffuse spatial structures not associated with
galaxies suggest a long and active history of interactions which
have shaped the spatial distribution of GCs. We re-observe the
GC bridge connecting the NGC1399–NGC1404 complex to
NGC1387(Bassino et al. 2006; Kim et al. 2013), which seems
to support Iodice’s (2016) claim of a low surface brightness
stream in the FDS g-band light distribution (Figure 4). This
evidence suggests that the more massive NGC1399 may have
stripped GCs from NGC1387. We also highlighted two
isolated density structures (F and G) with complex shapes
mostly formed by blue GCs, whose origins could be related to
accretion or stripping events. Other isolated galaxies
(NGC1380, NGC1427, NGC1379, and NGC1336) are
associated with distinct, compact enhancements. On larger
spatial scales we observe a featureless distribution of candidate
GCs, barring few compact GCSs and one underdensity.

The zoomed-in density map of blue GCs (Figure 3, bottom)
shows that NGC1381, NGC1379, and NGC1380B are also
connected to the main overdensity centered on NGC1399.
This result indicates that GC stripping may not have been
limited to NGC1387, as proposed by Bassino et al. (2006).
Since the shapes of the density enhancements in the map of red
GCs, barring the evident central overdensities associated with
the GCSs of the single galaxies, are reminiscent of the structure
linking the NGC1399–NGC1404 region to NGC1387, one
may speculate that these galaxies have experienced strong
interactions that may have disrupted the GCSs of nearby
satellites and/or gravitationally trapped relatively red intra-

cluster GCs. The large-scale morphology of blue GCs observed
in both the general and the zoomed density maps may be
explained with a different mechanism, namely the trapping in
the potential well in the Fornax core of mostly blue GCs
stripped by the tidal field of the cluster from hosts at small
cluster-centric distances, as predicted by simulations(Ramos
et al. 2015).
Our conclusions are constrained by the limits of the training

set and the depth of the photometric data. As the survey nears
completion, the new data acquired will be used to improve our
analysis and provide a detailed assessment of the performance
of our selection using a larger, more homogenous sample of
spectroscopically selected(P.I. Capaccioli, ID 094.B-0687; V.
Pota et al. 2016, in preparation) GCs covering 1 2( ) around
NGC1399, observed in the context of the FDS project.
Additional insights into the properties of the spatial distribution
of GCs in Fornax will be obtained by comparing the features of
the GC structures with the phase-space properties of the V.
Pota et al. (2016, in preparation) sample, and by modeling the
distinct spatial components of the candidate GCs population
(D’Abrusco et al. 2013a, 2013b, 2014a, 2014b, 2015).
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